A Revolutionary Desktop Application Learning Solution
Founded on CCI Learning’s
world-leading courseware,
Jasperactive is the world’s first
kinesthetic Microsoft Office
learning and validation system
mapped to the Microsoft Office
Specialist Global Standard.

Jasperactive embraces what you know so
you can focus on learning what you don’t.
Kinesthetic Learning is...
• focused on ‘doing’
• a hands-on approach based
on a physical activity

CCI Learning’s courseware comes to life through a complete
hands-on interactive learning experience.

Jasperactive focuses on the
critical thinking and application
of learning so students can spend
more time using Microsoft Office
rather than learning how to use it.

85

% of supervisors say
Microsoft Office
certified employees
are more productive.1

With Microsoft Office being
one of the top 3 skills required
for jobs today,2 the question isn’t
“do I need these skills” but “who
doesn’t need these skills”.
Jasperactive provides a hands
on and engaging personalized
experience.
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1. Microsoft Office Specialist Productivity Study, Certiport, 2012.
2. IDC Study: Top Skills Comparison 2013
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Jasperactive is the perfect
solution for anyone looking
to learn Microsoft Office.
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Badge Success!

Students earn and display badges* across the web,
social media and on their resume.
Uses Mozilla
Mozilla Open
Open Badges
Badges Technology
Technology
** Uses

With a five step Prescriptive Learning
Pathway, we have created a human centered
experience that stimulates excellence in the
acquisition of understanding.

1
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Jasperactive instantly measures an individual’s understanding of Microsoft Office
desktop applications, and prescribes a personalized course to each student.

Jasperactive Empowers Teachers.

Benchmark – The Benchmark Test determines
your skill level and builds a prescribed course
plan using only the lessons you need.
Learn – CCI Learning’s award winning courseware is embedded throughout Jasperactive.
Each prescribed lesson begins with a skill
testing quiz to determine and deliver only
those lesson topics you need to learn.
Hands-on learning exercises operate live
directly within the actual desktop application!

3

Practice – Repeat the practice exercises
multiple times to perfect your skills.

4

Create – A project-based exercise to
combine your skills and creativity.

5

Validate – Once your lessons are complete,
validate what you have learned.

Features

Mapped to the Microsoft Office Specialist
Global Standard
Accessible to all learners irrespective of
previous experience with Microsoft Office
Complete hands-on live in-application
prescriptive learning experience
Interactive courseware with exercises,
tutorials, and review questions
Teachable moments and on time remediation
Student focused and teacher controlled
Validation using Mozilla Open Badges
technology
Access code enrollment technology
Open student collaboration and discussion
Teacher insight into student progress
Accurate measurement of learning
Efficient learning embracing existing
knowledge to develop complete
understanding

Teachers can adjust question parameters allowing for infinite variations of the
same learning objective.

Students are motivated to take responsibility
for their own learning
Proof of understanding and not just
knowledge

Contact us for more information:

1 (800) 668-1669
1 (604) 455-0070

hello@jasperactive.com

Jasperactive is not a simulation. It runs
live in office, providing the best possible
learning experience.

www.jasperactive.com
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